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Organizing objects with classes
Creating a new object with Object.new—and equipping that object with its own
methods, one method at a time—is a great way to get a feel for the object-
centeredness of Ruby programming. But this approach doesn’t exactly scale; if
you’re running an online box office and your database has to process records for
tickets by the hundreds, you’ve got to find another way to create and manipulate
ticket-like objects in your Ruby programs.

 Sure enough, Ruby gives you a full suite of programming techniques for creat-
ing objects on a batch or factory basis. You don’t have to define a separate price
method for every ticket. Instead, you can define a ticket class, engineered in such
a way that every individual ticket object automatically has the price method. 

 Defining a class lets you group behaviors (methods) into convenient bundles,
so that you can quickly create many objects that behave essentially the same way.
You can also add methods to individual objects, if that’s appropriate for what
you’re trying to do in your program. But you don’t have to do that with every
object, if you model your domain into classes.

 Everything you handle in Ruby is an object; and every object is an instance of
some class. This fact holds true even where it might at first seem a little odd. For
example, when you manipulate an ActiveRecord object in a model file, that object
is an instance of a class (Composer, perhaps)—while, at the same time, the class
itself is also an object. You’ll learn in this chapter how this closely interwoven
aspect of the design of Ruby operates. 

5.1 Classes and instances

In most cases, a class consists chiefly of a collection of method definitions. The
class exists (also in most cases) for the purpose of being instantiated: that is, of hav-
ing objects created that are instances of the class. 

 Have you guessed that you’ve already seen instantiation in action? It’s our old
signature tune:

obj = Object.new

Object is a built-in Ruby class. When you use the dot notation on a class, you send
a message to the class. Classes can respond to messages, just like objects; in fact, as
you’ll see in more detail later, classes are objects. The new method is called a con-
structor, meaning a method whose purpose is to manufacture and return to you a
new instance of a class, a newly minted object. 
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5.1.1 A first class

Let’s break the class ice with a first class of our own creation. You define a class
with the class keyword. It’s like the def keyword you’ve been using to define
methods, but the naming scheme is different. Classes are named with constants. A
constant is a special type of identifier, recognizable by the fact that it begins with a
capital letter. Constants are used to store information and values that don’t
change over the course of a program run. 

WARNING CONSTANTS AREN’T ALL THAT CONSTANT Constants can change: They’re
not as constant as their name implies. But if you assign a new value to a con-
stant, Ruby prints a warning. The best practice is to avoid assigning new val-
ues to constants that you’ve already assigned a value to. (See section 5.6.2
for more information on reassignment to constants.)

Let’s define a Ticket class. Inside the class definition, we define a single, simple
method. 

class Ticket
  def event
    "Can't really be specified yet..."
  end
end

Now we can create a new ticket object and ask it (pointlessly, but just to see the
process) to describe its event:

ticket = Ticket.new
puts ticket.event

The method call ticket.event results in the execution of our event method and,
consequently, the printing out of the (rather uninformative) string specified
inside that method.

Instance methods
The examples of method definitions in chapter 4 tended to involve a specific
object, connected directly with a method name and definition:

def ticket.event

The event method in the previous example, however, is defined in a general way:

def event

That’s because this event method will be shared by all tickets—that is, by all
instances of the Ticket class. Methods of this kind, defined inside a class and
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intended for use by all instances of the class, are called instance methods. They
don’t belong only to one object. Instead, every instance of the class can call them. 

 (Methods that you define for one particular object—as in def ticket.price—
are called singleton methods. You’ve already seen examples, and we’ll look in more
depth at how singleton methods work in chapter 7. Just keep in mind that meth-
ods written inside a class, for the benefit of all of that class’s instances, are instance
methods, whereas a method defined for a specific object (def ticket.event) is a
singleton method of that object.)

Redefining methods
Nothing stops you from defining a method twice, or overriding it:

class C
  def m
    puts "First definition of method m"
  end

  def m
    puts "Second definition of method m"
  end
end

What happens when we call m on an instance of C? Let’s find out:

C.new.m

The printed result is Second definition of method m. The second definition has
prevailed: We see the output from that definition, not from the first. When you
override a method, the new version takes precedence. 

Reopening classes
In most cases, when you’re defining a class, you create a single class definition block:

class C
  # class code here
end

It’s possible, however, to reopen a class and make additions or changes. Here’s an
example:

class C
  def x
  end
end

class C
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  def y
  end
end

We open the class definition body, add one method, and close the definition
body. Then, we reopen the definition body, add a second method, and close the
definition body.

 The previous example is equivalent to this:

class C
  def x
  end

  def y
  end
end

Here we open the class only once and add both methods. Of course, you’re not
going to break your class definitions into separate blocks just for fun. There has to
be a reason—and it should be a good reason, because separating class definitions
can make it harder for people reading or using your code to follow what’s going on.

 One reason to break up class definitions is to spread them across multiple files.
If you require a file that contains a class definition (perhaps you load it from the
disk at runtime from another file, and you also have a partial definition of the same
class in the file from which the second file is required), the two definitions are
merged. This isn’t something you’d do arbitrarily: It must be a case where a design
reason requires defining a class partially in one place and partially in another. 

 Here’s a real-life example. Ruby has a Time class. It lets you manipulate times,
format them for timestamp purposes, and so forth. You can use UNIX-style date
format strings to get the format you want. For example, this command

puts Time.new.strftime("%m-%d-%y")

prints the string “01-07-06” (representing the date on the day I made the method
call and saved its output). 

 In addition to the built-in Time class, Ruby also has a program file called time.rb,
inside of which are various enhancements of, and additions to, the Time class.

 time.rb achieves its goal of enhancing the Time class by reopening that class. If
you look for the file time.rb either in the lib subdirectory of the Ruby source tree
or in your Ruby installation, you’ll see this on line 49 (at least, for the version of
the file shipped with Ruby 1.8.4):

class Time

That’s a reopening of the Time class, done for the purpose of adding new methods. 
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 You can see the effect best by trying it, using irb --simple-prompt. irb lets you
call a nonexistent method without causing the whole thing to terminate, so you
can see the effects of the require command all in one session:

>> t = Time.new
=> Mon Sep 12 08:19:52 EDT 2005
>> t.xmlschema
NoMethodError: undefined method 'xmlschema' 
for Mon Sep 12 08:19:52 EDT 2005:Time
        from (irb):8
>> require 'time' 
=> true
>> t.xmlschema
=> "2005-09-12T08:19:52-04:00"

Here we send the unrecognized message xmlschema to our Time object #1. Then
we load the time.rb file #2—and, sure enough, our Time object now has an
xmlschema method. (That method, according to its documentation, “returns a
string which represents the time as dateTime defined by XML Schema.”) 

 You can spread code for a single class over multiple files or over multiple loca-
tions in the same file. Be aware, however, that it’s considered better practice not to
do so, when possible. In the case of the Time extensions, people often suggest the
possibility of unification: giving Time objects all the extension methods in the first
place, and not separating those methods into a separate library. It’s possible that
such unification will take place in a later release of Ruby. 

 Ruby is about objects; objects are instances of classes. That means it behooves
us to dig deeper into what the life of an instance consists of. We’ll look next at
instance variables, a special language feature designed to allow every instance of
every class in Ruby to set and maintain its own private stash of information. 

5.1.2 Instance variables and object state

When we created individual objects and wrote methods for each action or value
we needed, we hard-coded the value into the object through the methods. With
this technique, if a ticket costs $117.50, then it has a method called price that
returns precisely that amount:

ticket = Object.new
def ticket.price
  117.50
end

B

C

B
C
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Now, however, we’re moving away from one-at-a-time object creation with
Object.new, and setting our sights instead on the practice of designing classes and
creating many objects from them. 

 This means we’re changing the rules of the game, when it comes to informa-
tion like the price of a ticket. If you create a Ticket class, you can’t give it a price
method that returns $117.50, for the simple reason that not all tickets cost
$117.50. Similarly, you can’t give every ticket the event-name Benefit Concert, nor
can every ticket think that it’s for Row G, Seat 33.

 Instead of hard-coding values into every object, we need a way to tell different
objects that they have different values. We need to be able to create a new Ticket
object and store with that object the information about event, price, and other
properties. When we create another ticket object, we need to store different infor-
mation with that object. And we want to be able to do this without having to hand-
craft a method with the property hard-coded into it. 

 Information and data associated with a particular object is called the state of
the object. We need to be able to do the following:

■ Set, or reset, the state of an object (say to a ticket, “You cost $11.99”)

■ Read back the state (ask a ticket, “How much do you cost?”)

Conveniently, Ruby objects come with their own value-storage mechanism. You
can make arrangements for an object to remember values you give it. And you can
make that arrangement up front in the design of your classes, so that every
object—every instance—of a given class has the same ability. 

Instance variables
The instance variable enables individual objects to remember state. Instance vari-
ables work much like other variables: You assign values to them, and you read
those values back; you can add them together, print them out, and so on. How-
ever, instance variables have a few differences. 

■ Instance variable names always start with @ (the at sign). This enables you to
recognize an instance variable at a glance. 

■ Instance variables are only visible to the object to which they belong. 

■ An instance variable initialized in one method definition, inside a particular
class, is the same as the instance variable of the same name referred to in
other method definitions of the same class.
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Listing 5.1 shows a simple example of an instance variable, illustrating the way the
assigned value of an instance variable stays alive from one method call to another.

class C
  def inst_var_init(value)
    puts "Setting an instance variable...."
    @ivar = value 
  end

  def inst_var_report
    puts "Inspecting the value of the instance variable...."
    puts @ivar
  end
end

c = C.new
c.inst_var_init("Just some string") 
c.inst_var_report 

Thanks to the assignment #1 that happens as a result of the call to inst_var_
init #2, when you ask for a report #3, you get back what you put in: the phrase
“Just some string”. Unlike a local variable, the instance variable @ivar retains the
value assigned to it even after the method in which it was initialized has termi-
nated. This property of instance variables—their survival across method calls—
makes them suitable for maintaining state in an object. 

Initializing an object with state
The scene is set to do something close to useful with our Ticket class. The missing
step, which we’ll now fill in, is the object initialization process. 

 When you create a class (like Ticket), you can, if you wish, include a special
method called initialize. If you do so, that method will be executed every time
you create a new instance of the class. 

 For example, if you write an initialize method that prints a message

class Ticket
  def initialize
    puts "Creating a new ticket!"
  end
end

Listing 5.1 Illustration of an instance variable’s maintenance of its value between
aaaaaaaaaaaaamethod calls
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then you’ll see the message “Creating a new ticket!” every time you create a new
ticket object by calling Ticket.new. 

 You can deploy this automatic initialization process to set an object’s state at
the time of the object’s creation. Let’s say we want to give each ticket object a
venue and date when it’s created. We can send the correct values as arguments to
Ticket.new, and those same arguments will be sent to initialize automatically.
Inside initialize, we’ll thus have access to the venue and date information, and
we’ll need to save it. We do the saving by means of instance variables:

class Ticket
  def initialize(venue,date)
    @venue = venue
    @date = date
  end

Before closing the class definition with end, we should add something else: a way
to read back the venue and date. All we need to do is create methods that return
what’s in the instance variables:

dddef venue
dddd@venue
ddend

  def date
    @date
  end
end

Each of these methods echoes back the value of the instance variable. In each
case, that variable is the last (and only) expression in the method and therefore
also the method’s return value. 

NOTE NAMING CONVENTIONS VS. NAMING NECESSITIES The names of the
instance variables, the methods, and the arguments to initialize don’t
have to match. You could use @v instead of @venue, for example, to store
the value passed in the argument venue. However, it’s usually good prac-
tice to match the names, to make it clear what goes with what. 

Now we’re ready to create a ticket (or several tickets) with dynamically set values for
venue and date, rather than the hard-coded values of our earlier examples:

th = Ticket.new("Town Hall", "11/12/13")
cc = Ticket.new("Convention Center", "12/13/14")

puts "We've created two tickets."
puts "The first is for a #{th.venue} event on #{th.date}."
puts "The second is for an event on #{cc.date} at #{cc.venue}."
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Run this code, along with the previous class definition of Ticket, and you’ll see
the following:

We've created two tickets.
The first is for a Town Hall event on 11/12/13.
The second is for an event on 12/13/14 at Convention Center.

The phrase “at Convention Center” is a bit stilted, but the process of saving and
retrieving information for individual objects courtesy of instance variables oper-
ates perfectly. Each ticket has its own state (saved information), thanks to what
our initialize method does; and each ticket lets us query it for the venue and
date, thanks to the two methods with those names. 

 This opens up our prospects immensely. We can create, manipulate, compare,
and examine any number of tickets at the same time, without having to write sep-
arate methods for each of them. All the tickets share the resources of the Ticket
class. At the same time, each ticket has its own set of instance variables to store
state information. 

 So far we’ve arranged things in such a way that we set the values of the instance
variables at the point where the object is created and can then retrieve those val-
ues at any point during the life of the object. That arrangement is often adequate,
but it’s not symmetrical: What if you want to set values for the instance variables at
some point other than object-creation time? What if you want to change an
object’s state after it’s already been set once?

5.2 Setter methods

When you need to change an object’s state once it’s been set, or if you want to set
an object’s state at some point in your program other than the initialize method,
the heart of the matter is assigning (or reassigning) values to instance variables. For
example, if we want tickets to have the ability to discount themselves, we could write
an instance method like this inside the Ticket class definition:

def discount(percent)
  @price = @price - (percent * 10) / 100
end

This method represents a limited scenario, though. It isn’t a general-purpose
method for setting or changing an object’s price. 

 Writing such a method, however, is perfectly possible. Ruby provides some nice
facilities for writing setter methods, as we’ll now see.
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5.2.1 The equal sign (=) in method names

Let’s say we want a way to set the price of a ticket. As a starting point, price can be
set along with everything else at object creation time:

class Ticket
  def initialize(venue,date,price)
    @venue = venue
    @date = date
    @price = price
  end
  # etc.
  def price
    @price
  end
  # etc.
end

th = Ticket.new("Town Hall", "11/12/13", 65.00)

But the initialization command is getting awfully long. There’s nothing techni-
cally wrong with a long method, but it looks cluttered. We also have to remember
what order to put the many arguments in, so we don’t end up with a ticket whose
price is “Town Hall”. And what if want to change a ticket’s price later? True, we
could create a new ticket object with the same specifications, except for a differ-
ent price; but it would be nicer to be able to tell the ticket we’ve already created,
“Your price has changed; here’s the new value.”

 Let’s write a set_price method that allows us to set, or reset, the price of an
existing ticket. We’ll also rewrite the initialize method so that it doesn’t expect
a price figure:

class Ticket
  def initialize(venue, date)
    @venue = venue
    @date = date
  end

  def set_price(amount)
    @price = amount
  end

  def price
    @price
  end
end

Here’s some price manipulation in action:
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ticket = Ticket.new("Town Hall", "11/12/13")
ticket.set_price(65.00)
puts "The ticket costs $#{"%.2f" % ticket.price}." 
ticket.set_price(72.50)
puts "Whoops -- it just went up. It now costs $#{"%.2f" % ticket.price}."

The output is as follows:

The ticket costs $65.00.
Whoops -- it just went up. It now costs $72.50.

We’ve set and reset the price, and the change is reflected in the object’s view of its
own state.

 This technique works: You can write all the set_property methods you need, and
the instance variable-based retrieval methods to go with them. But there’s a nicer
way.

The nicer way to change object state dynamically
Ruby allows you to define methods that end with an equal sign (=). Let’s replace
set_price with a method called price=:

def price=(amount)
  @price = amount
end

price= does exactly what set_price did, and in spite of the slightly odd method
name, you can call it just like any other method:

ticket.price=(65.00)

The equal sign gives you that familiar “assigning a value to something” feeling, so
you know you’re dealing with a setter method. It still looks odd, but Ruby takes
care of that, too.

Syntactic sugar
Programmers use the term syntactic sugar to refer to special rules that let you write
your code in a way that doesn’t correspond to the normal rules but that is easier to
remember how to do and looks better. 

 Ruby gives you some syntactic sugar for calling setter methods. Instead of this

ticket.price=(65.00)

you’re allowed to do this:

ticket.price = 65.00

Format price to two 
decimal places
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When the interpreter sees the message “price” followed by “ =”, it automatically
ignores the space before equal sign and reads the single message “price=”—a call
to the method whose name is price=, which we’ve defined. As for the right-hand
side: parentheses are optional on single arguments to methods, so you can just
put 65.00 there and it will be picked up as the argument to the price= method.

 The more you use this kind of setter style of method, the more you’ll appreci-
ate how much better the sugared version looks. This kind of attention to appear-
ance is typical of Ruby. It also looms fairly large in Rails application code.
Accordingly, we’ll use some ActiveRecord idioms as a touchstone for a deeper
look at setter methods. 

5.2.2 ActiveRecord properties and other =-method applications

In section 5.3 we’ll look at techniques for generating getter and setter methods
automatically. As you’ll see when we get there, automatic generation of these
methods is convenient, but it also always gives you methods that work in the sim-
plest possible way: value in, value out.

 Before we get to method automation, a word is in order about how much power
you can derive from getter and setter methods—especially setter—in cases where
you need something beyond the simplest case of storing and retrieving a value.

The power of =
The ability to write your own =-terminated methods, and the fact that Ruby pro-
vides the syntactic sugar way of calling those methods, opens up some interesting
possibilities.

 One possibility is abuse. It’s possible to write =-methods that look like they’re
going to do something involving assignment, but don’t:

class Silly
  def price=(x)
    puts "The current time is #{Time.now}"
  end
end

s = Silly.new
s.price = 111.22

This example discards the argument it receives (111.22) and prints out the time:

Fri Jan 13 12:44:05 EST 2006

This example is a caricature of what you might do. But the point is important. Ruby
checks your syntax but doesn’t police your semantics. You’re allowed to write meth-
ods with names that end with =, and you’ll always get the assignment-syntax sugar.
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The matter of having the method’s name make any sense in relation to what the
method does is entirely in your hands. 

 Equal-sign methods can serve as filters or gatekeepers. Let’s say we want to set
the price of a ticket only if the price makes sense as a dollar-and-cents amount. We
can add some intelligence to the price= method to ensure the correctness of the
data. Here, we multiply the number by 100, lop off any remaining decimal-place
numbers with the to_i (convert to integer) operation, and compare the result
with the original number multiplied by 100. This should expose any extra decimal
digits beyond the hundredths column:

class Ticket
  def price=(amount)
    if (amount * 100).to_i == amount * 100
      @price = amount
    else
      puts "The price seems to be malformed"
    end
  end

  def price
    @price
  end

end

You can also use this kind of filtering technique to normalize data—that is, to make
sure certain data always takes a certain form. For example, let’s say you have a
travel-agent Web site, where the user needs to type in the desired date of departure.
You want to allow both mm/dd/yy and mm/dd/yyyy, and perhaps even mm/dd/y
(because we’re still in the single digits of the twenty-first century). 

 If you have, say, a Ruby CGI script that’s processing the incoming data, you
might normalize the year by writing a setter method like this:

class TravelAgentSession
  def year=(y)
    if y.to_i < 100 
      @year = y.to_i + 2000
    else
      @year = y.to_i
    end
  end
  # etc.
end

Handles one- or two-digit number 
by adding the century to it
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Then, assuming you have a variable called date in which you’ve stored the date
field from the form (using Ruby’s CGI library), you can get at the components of
the date like this:

month, day, year = date.split('/')
self.year = year

The idea is to split the date string into three strings using the slash character (/)
as a divider, courtesy of the built-in split method, and then to store the year value
in the TravelAgentSession object using that object’s year= method. 

 Methods ending with = are, from Ruby’s perspective, just methods. But the fact
that they also give you the syntactic sugar assignment–like syntax makes them ver-
satile and handy. 

Setter methods in ActiveRecord
Method calls using the equal-sign syntax are common in Rails applications. You’ll
see (and write) a lot of statements that follow the basic x.y = z visual formula. Most
of the ones you see will be in controller methods; some will be in model definitions.

 When and if you write your own special-purpose setter methods, you’ll do so in
the model files. You’ll see some examples in part 4, when we return to the music
store application and extend it. 

 Meanwhile, in the context of learning Ruby and getting a sense of Rails’s
deployment of Ruby facilities, two items are worth noting about setter methods in
ActiveRecord.

 First, you don’t have to write the majority of these methods yourself.
ActiveRecord automatically creates setter methods for you that correspond to the
field names of your database tables. If you have a tickets table, and it has a venue field,
then when you create a ticket object, that object already has a venue= method (venue
setter). You don’t have to write it. (Nor would you want to; ActiveRecord setter meth-
ods do a great deal more than stash a value, integrity-checked or otherwise, in an
instance variable.) Rails leverages the power of Ruby’s setter-method syntax, includ-
ing the associated syntactic sugar, to make life easy for you when it comes to database
interaction in the course of application development.

 Second, you often don’t need to use these setter methods, because there are
more automatic ways to populate your object with the values you want it to have.
In particular, when you’re writing a Rails action that processes a Web form, you
can deposit a set of values into an object at once by providing the name of a field
you’ve used in your form template. 
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 For example, say you have the following fields in a form (using the ActionView
form helper method text_field to create the correct HTML automatically):

<%= text_field "customer", "first_name" %>
<%= text_field "customer", "last_name" %>

In the controller action that processes the form, you can do this:

customer = Customer.new(params[:customer])

From the magic (that is, automatically initialized by Rails) params method, which
gives you access to incoming CGI data, ActiveRecord gleans all the values pertaining
to customer and transfers them in bulk to the new Customer object you’ve created.

 You can use setter methods in Rails applications, and you often will; but you’ll
also find that Rails has anticipated your needs and doesn’t make you trudge through

customer.first_name = params[:first_name]
customer.last_name = params[:last_name]
# etc.

when a shortcut can be arranged. 
 Setter methods, as well as their getter equivalents (v = ticket.venue, for exam-

ple), are important concepts to understand in both Ruby and Rails and also a
good illustration of the way Rails layers its own functionality, and even its own phi-
losophy of design, on top of Ruby. 

 Ruby also layers its design philosophy on top of Ruby, so to speak—meaning, in
this case, that Ruby provides shortcuts of its own for reaping the benefits of getter
and setter methods. 

5.3 Attributes and the attr_* method family

In Ruby terminology (and this would be understood by anyone familiar with
object-oriented programming principles, even though it might operate differently
in other languages), properties or characteristics of objects that you can set
(write) and/or get (read) are called attributes. In the case of ticket objects, we
would say that each ticket has a price attribute as well as a date attribute and a
venue attribute. 

 Note the sneaking in of read/write as synonyms for set/get in the realm of
attributes. Ruby usage favors read/write. For instance, our price= method would
usually be described as an attribute writer method. date and venue are attribute
reader methods. The read/write terminology can be a little misleading at first,
because it sounds like there might be terminal or file I/O going on. But once you
see how the set/get mechanism works, it’s easy to understand how reading and
writing can apply to internal object data as well as files and screens. 
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5.3.1 Automating the creation of attribute handlers

So common are attributes, and so frequently do we need a combination of reader
and writer methods, that Ruby provides a set of techniques for creating those
methods automatically. Consider, first, listing 5.2’s full picture of what we have, by
way of attribute reader and/or writer methods, in our Ticket class. (There’s noth-
ing new here; it’s just being pulled together in one place.)

class Ticket
  def initialize(venue, date)
    @venue = venue
    @date = date
  end

  def price=(price)
    @price = price
  end

  def venue
    @venue
  end

  def date
    @date
  end

  def price
    @price
  end
end

You’ll notice a certain amount of repetition creeping into the code. We have three
methods that look like this:

def something
  @something
end

There’s repetition on top of repetition: Not only do we have three such methods,
but each of those three methods repeats its name in the name of the instance vari-
able it uses. And there are three of them. We’re repeating a repetitive pattern.

 Any time you see repetition on that scale, you should try to trim it—not by reduc-
ing what your program does, but by finding a way to express the same thing more
concisely. In pursuit of this conciseness, Ruby is one step ahead of us. A built-in

Listing 5.2 Ticket class, with the attribute reader/writer methods spelled out
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shortcut lets us create that style of method: a method that reads and returns the
value of the instance variable with the same name as the method (give or take a @).
We do it like this:

class Ticket
  attr_reader :venue, :date, :price
end

(The elements that start with colons (:venue, and so on) are symbols. Symbols are a
kind of naming or labeling facility. They’re a cousin of strings, although not quite
the same thing. We’ll look at symbols in more depth in chapter 10. For the
moment, you can think of them as functionally equivalent to strings.) 

 The attr_reader (attribute reader) method automatically writes for you the kind
of method we’ve just been looking at. And there’s an attr_writer method, too:

class Ticket
  attr_writer :price
end

With that single line, we wrote (or, rather, Ruby wrote for us) our price= setter
method. One line takes the place of three. In the case of the reader methods, one
line took the place of nine. That means our whole program now looks like listing 5.3.

class Ticket
  attr_reader :venue, :date, :price
  attr_writer :price

  def initialize(venue, date)
    @venue = venue
    @date = date
  end
end

Not only is that code shorter; it’s also more informative—self-documenting, even.
You can see at a glance that ticket objects have venues, dates, and prices. The first
two are readable attributes, and price can be read or written. 

5.3.2 Two (getter/setter) for one

In the realm of object attributes, combination reader/writer attributes, like price,
are common. Ruby provides a single method, attr_accessor, for creating both a
reader and a writer method for an attribute. attr_accessor is the equivalent of

Listing 5.3 Ticket class, with getter and setter methods defined via attr_* calls
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attr_reader plus attr_writer. We can use this combined technique for price,
because we want both operations:

class Ticket
  attr_reader :venue, :date
  attr_accessor :price
end

There’s an alternate way to achieve attr_accessor functionality, namely with the
plain attr method, used in the following way:

attr :price, true

Calling attr with true as the second argument triggers the creation of both
reader and writer attributes, just like attr_accessor. However, attr_accessor is
generally considered more readable, and it also has the advantage that you can
give it more than one accessor name at a time (whereas attr only takes one, plus
the optional true argument). Without the second argument, attr just provides a
reader attribute. 

5.3.3 Summary of attr_* methods

The attr_* family of methods is summarized in table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Summary of the attr_* family of getter/setter creation methods

Method name Effect Example Equivalent code

attr_reader Creates a reader method attr_reader :venue def venue
@venue
end

attr_writer Creates a writer method attr_writer :price def price=(price)
@price = price
end

attr_accessor Creates reader and writer 
methods

attr_accessor :price def price=(price)
@price = price
end

def price
@price
end

attr Creates a reader and 
optionally a writer method 
(if the second argument is 
true)

1. attr :venue
2. attr :price, true

1. See attr_reader
2. See attr_accessor
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At this point, you’ve had a good overview of instance methods—the methods
defined inside class definitions and made available to all instances of the class.
Classes have another kind of method, the class method, and we’ll round out the pic-
ture by looking at class methods now.

5.4 Class methods and the Class class

When you call methods on objects, you use this message-sending syntax:

object.message

You may have noticed that the object creation calls we’ve done have conformed to
the standard object-dot-method syntax:

Ticket.new

Analyzing this call in the light of the message-sending formula, we can quickly
draw two conclusions:

■ We’re sending the message new.

■ We’re sending that message to an object called Ticket, which we know to be a
class. (We know it’s a class because of having written it previously.)

The first of these conclusions is unremarkable; messages get sent all the time. The
second—the fact that the receiver of the message is a class—merits close atten-
tion. Because classes are object factories, thinking of them as objects in their own
right takes a leap of imagination. Thinking of classes as receivers of messages also
feels odd at first—although, as you’ll see, it falls into place easily once you get over
the “classes are objects” hurdle. 

5.4.1 Classes are objects too!

Classes are special objects: They’re the only kind of object that has the power to
spawn new objects (instances). Nonetheless, they are objects. When you create a
class, like Ticket, you can send messages to it, add methods to it, pass it around to
other objects as a method argument, and generally do anything to it you would
another object. 

 Here’s an example. Let’s say we’ve created our Ticket class. At this point,
Ticket isn’t only a class from which objects (ticket instances) can arise. Ticket
(the class) is also an object in its own right. As we’ve done with other objects, let’s
add a method to it. 
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 Our method will tell us which ticket, from a list of ticket objects, is the most
expensive. There’s some black-box code here. Don’t worry about the details; the
basic idea is that the sort_by operation sorts by price, with the most expensive
ticket ending up last:

def Ticket.most_expensive(*tickets)
  tickets.sort_by {|t| t.price }.last
end

Now we can use this method to tell us which of several tickets is the most expen-
sive (we’ll avoid having two tickets with the same price, because our method
doesn’t deal gracefully with that situation):

th = Ticket.new("Town Hall","11/12/13")
cc = Ticket.new("Convention Center","12/13/14/")
fg = Ticket.new("Fairgrounds", "13/14/15/")

th.price = 12.55
cc.price = 10.00
fg.price = 18.00

highest = Ticket.most_expensive(th,cc,fg)

puts "The highest-priced ticket is #{highest.venue}."

We have used the class method most_expensive, a class method of the class Ticket,
to select the most expensive ticket from a list. 

5.4.2 When, and why, to write a class method

The idea of a class method is that you send a message to the object that is the class
rather than to one of the class’s instances. You send the message most_expensive
to the class Ticket, not to a particular ticket. 

 Why would you want to do that? Doesn’t it mess up the underlying order: the
creation of ticket objects and the sending of messages to those objects?

 Class methods serve a purpose. Some operations pertaining to a class can’t be
performed by individual instances of that class. new is an excellent example. We
call Ticket.new because, until we’ve created an individual ticket, we can’t send it
any messages! Besides, the job of spawning a new object logically belongs to the
class. It doesn’t make sense for instances of Ticket to spawn each other. It does
make sense, however, for the instance-creation process to be centralized as an
activity of the class Ticket. 

 Another similar case is the built-in Ruby method File.open—a method which,
as its name implies, opens a file. The open operation is a bit like new: It initiates file
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input and/or output and gives you a filehandle (a pointer to the stream of file
data) with which you can read from and/or write to the file. It makes sense for
this to be a class method of File: You’re requesting the creation of an individual
object (a filehandle, in this case) from the class. The class is acting as a dispatcher
for the objects it creates. 

 Similarly, finding the most expensive ticket in a list of tickets can be viewed as
an operation from above, something you do in connection with the realm of tick-
ets in general, rather than something that is done by an individual ticket object.
We have a task—finding the most expensive ticket—that depends on knowledge
of ticket objects (you have to know that they have a price method), yet it doesn’t
logically belong at the individual ticket level. Writing most_expensive as a class
method of Ticket lets us keep the method in the family, so to speak, while assign-
ing it to the abstract, supervisory level represented by the class.

Converting the converter
It’s not unheard of to create a class only for the purpose of giving it some class
methods. We can do so in the case of our earlier temperature conversion exer-
cises. Let’s convert the converter to a converter class:

class Temperature
  def Temperature.c2f(c)
    c * 9 / 5 + 32
  end

  def Temperature.f2c(f)
    (f - 32) * 5 / 9
  end
end

And let’s try it out:

puts Temperature.c2f(100)

Sure enough, it works. 
 The idea is that we have temperature-related utility methods—methods pertaining

to temperature that don’t pertain to a specific temperature. The Temperature class
is a good choice of object to own those methods. We could get fancier and have
Temperature instances that knew whether they were C or F, and could convert
themselves; but practically speaking, having a Temperature class with class meth-
ods to perform the conversions is adequate and is an acceptable design. 
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5.4.3 Class methods vs. instance methods, clarified

It’s vital to understand that by defining Ticket.most_expensive, we have defined a
method that we can access through the class object Ticket but not through its
instances. Individual ticket objects (instances of the class Ticket) do not have this
method. You can test this easily. Try adding this to the code from section 5.4.1,
where the variable fg referred to a Ticket object (for an event at the fairgrounds):

puts "Testing the response of a ticket instance...."
wrong = fg.most_expensive

You’ll get an error message, because fg has no method called most_expensive.
The class of fg—namely, Ticket—has such a method. But fg, which is an instance
of Ticket, doesn’t.

 Remember:

■ Instances created by classes are objects.

■ Classes are objects too.

■ A class object (like Ticket) has its own methods, its own state, its own iden-
tity. It doesn’t share these things with instances of itself. Sending a message
to Ticket is not the same thing as sending a message to fg or cc or any other
instance of Ticket.

If you ever get tangled up over what’s a class method and what’s an instance method,
you can usually sort out the confusion by going back to these three principles.

TIP SEEING CLASS METHODS AS SINGLETON METHODS ON CLASS OBJECTS
You’ve seen that you can add a singleton method to any object (that is, a
method defined in connection with, and for the exclusive use of, that
object). Examples that follow the def ticket.price pattern illustrate the
creation of singleton methods. A class method is basically just a method
added to an individual object, where the object getting the method
happens to be a class object. There’s a special term for this case because it’s
common; many classes, including many in the core Ruby language, have
methods attached to them. Also, class methods (or something similar) are
common in object-oriented languages—Ruby comes by the term naturally,
so to speak, even though class methods aren’t a separate construct in the
language in Ruby’s case, just a particular case of a general construct. 

A note on notation
In writing about and referring to Ruby methods (outside of code, that is), it’s cus-
tomary to refer to instance methods by naming the class (or module, as the case
may be, and as you’ll see in chapter 6) in which they are defined, followed by a
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hash mark (#) and the name of the method; and to refer to class methods with a
similar construct but using a period instead of the hash mark. Sometimes you’ll
see a double colon (::) instead of a period in the class method case.

 Here are some examples of this notation:

From now on, when you see this notation (in this book or elsewhere), you’ll know
what it means. (The second example (class method reference using a dot) looks
the same as a call to the method, but you’ll know from the context whether it’s a
method call or a reference to the method in a discussion.)

 Objects come from classes. If classes are objects, that implies that they, too, come
from a class. A class can be created with a call to the class method new of its class.

 And what is the class of a class? It’s a class called Class. Yes, there’s a bit of
“Who’s on first?” here, but the concept is by no means impenetrable. We’ll round
out this discussion with a look at the class Class and its new method. 

5.4.4 The Class class and Class.new

Classes are objects; specifically, they are instances of the class Class. As you’ve
already seen, you can create a class object with the special class keyword formula:

class Ticket
  # code here
end

That formula is a special provision by Ruby—a way to make class definition blocks
look nice and give you easy access to them. 

 The other way to create a class is this, which leaves you with a new Class object
in the variable my_class:

my_class = Class.new

Class.new corresponds precisely to other constructor calls (calls to methods that
create objects), such as Object.new and Ticket.new. When you instantiate the
class Class—when you create an instance of it—you’ve created a class. That class,
in turn, can create instances of its own:

instance_of_my_class = my_class.new

Notation Method referred to

Ticket#price The instance method price in the class Ticket

Ticket.most_expensive The class method most_expensive, in the class Ticket

Ticket::most_expensive Another way to refer to the class method most_expensive
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In section 5.1.1, you saw that class objects are usually stored in constants (like
Ticket or Object). In the scenario in the previous example, however, we’ve stored
a class in a regular variable (my_class). When we call the new method, we send
the message new to the class through that variable

 And yes, there is a paradox here. The class Class is an instance of itself; that is,
it’s a Class object. And there’s more. Remember the class Object? Well, Object is a
class … but classes are objects. So Object is an object. And Class is a class. And
Object is a class, and Class is an object. 

 Which came first? How can the class Class be created unless the class Object
already exists? But how can there be a class Object (or any other class) until there’s
a class Class of which there can be instances? 

 The best way to deal with this paradox, at least for now, is to ignore it. Ruby has
to do some of this chicken-or-egg stuff in order to get the class and object system
up and running—at which point the circularity and paradoxes don’t matter. In
the course of programming, you just need to know that classes are objects, and
the class of which class-objects are instances is the class called Class.

 The proliferation of names of constants in the last few paragraphs is a graphic
reminder of the fact that we haven’t yet looked at constants in more than a place-
holder way. We’ll discuss them a little more deeply now. 

5.5 Constants up close

Most classes consist principally of instance methods and/or class methods. Con-
stants, however, are an important and common third ingredient in many classes.
You’ve already seen constants used as the names of classes. Constants can also be
used to set and preserve important data values in classes. 

5.5.1 Basic usage of constants

The name of every constant begins with a capital letter. You assign to constants
much as you would to variables. Let’s say we decide to establish a list of predefined
venues for the Ticket class—a list that every ticket object can refer to and select
from. We can assign the list to a constant. Constant definitions usually go at or
near the top of a class definition:

class Ticket
  VENUES = ["Convention Center", "Fairgrounds", "Town Hall"]

We can then use this list in instance methods or in class methods (constants are
visible anywhere in the class definition). We can also refer to the constant from
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outside the class definition. To do this, we have to use a special path notation: a
double colon (::). Here’s an example where, for the sake of illustration, the class
consists only of a constant assignment:

class Ticket
  VENUES = ["Convention Center", "Fairgrounds", "Town Hall"]
end

puts "We've closed the class definition."
puts "So we have to use the path notation to reach the constant."
puts "The venues are:"
puts Ticket::VENUES

The double-colon notation pinpoints the constant VENUES inside the class known
by the constant Ticket, and the list of venues is printed out. 

Ruby’s built-in constants
Ruby comes with some predefined constants that you can access this way, and that
you may find useful. Try typing this into irb:

Math::PI

Math is a module, rather than a class (you’ll learn about modules in the next chap-
ter), but the principle is the same: You’re using the :: connector to do a lookup
on the constant PI defined by Math. 

 One peculiarity of Ruby constants is that they aren’t constant. You can change
them, in two senses of the word change—and therein lies an instructive lesson. 

5.5.2 Reassigning vs. modifying constants

It’s possible to perform an assignment on a constant to which you’ve already
assigned something—that is, to reassign to the constant. However, you’ll get a
warning if you do this (even if you’re not running with the -w command-line
switch). Try this in irb:

A = 1
A = 2

You’ll receive the following message:

warning: already initialized constant A

The fact that constant names are reusable but the practice of reusing them is a
warnable offense represents a compromise. On the one hand, it’s useful for the
language to have a separate category for constants, as a way of storing data that
remains visible over a longer stretch of the program than a regular variable.
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(You’ll learn more about the visibility of variables and constants in chapter 7,
when we talk about scope.) On the other hand, Ruby is a dynamic language, in
the sense that anything can change during runtime. Engineering constants to be
an exception to this would theoretically be possible, but doing so would introduce
an anomaly into the language.

 In addition, because you can reload program files you’ve already loaded, and
program files can include constant assignments, forbidding reassignment of con-
stants would mean that many file-reloading operations would fail with a fatal error.

 So, you can reassign to a constant, but it’s not considered good practice. If you
want a reusable identifier, you should use a variable. 

 You can also make changes to the object assigned to the constant. For example,
suppose you’ve assigned an empty array to a constant:

A = []

You can add elements to that array (here, using the << method, which adds a sin-
gle element to the end of an array)

A << "New York"
A << "New Jersey"

and you won’t receive a warning. 
 You can find examples of this kind of operation in the Rails source code, where

constants figure prominently and the objects they represent undergo fairly frequent
changes. For example, in the file routing.rb (in the lib/action_controller sub-
directory of the ActionPack source tree), is 

Helpers = []

and then, a little later, this:

Helpers << url_helper_name(name).to_sym
Helpers << hash_access_name(name).to_sym

You’re seeing the creation of an array that’s designed to store names of helper
methods, followed by the insertion of a couple of such names into the array. No
warning occurs, because the constant name, Helpers, isn’t being reused. Rather,
the object assigned to that name (an array) is having items added to it.

 The difference between reassigning a constant name and modifying the object
referenced by the constant is important, and it gives you a useful lesson in two
kinds of change in Ruby: changing the mapping of identifiers to objects (assign-
ment), and changing the state or contents of an object. With regular variable
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names, you aren’t warned when you do a reassignment—but reassignment is still
different from making changes to an object, for any category of identifier. 

 We’ll return now to classes and look at more techniques involved in their cre-
ation and use. You’ve already seen some of the advantages of creating objects with
a class—certainly in comparison with creating one object at a time and having to
start again when we want (say) a ticket with a different price. But even classes, indi-
vidually and in isolation, can only do so much. The next level of functionality, inher-
itance, adds another axis along which your programming capability can expand. 

5.6 Inheritance

Without getting too philosophical, it’s reasonable to say that in many cases, two or
more material objects or ideas relate to each other according to the principle of
the general and the specific:

■ Musical instrument is general; piano is specific. 

■ Publication is general; magazine is specific. 

■ Vehicle is general; bicycle is specific. 

And so forth.
 Object-oriented programming involves mapping real-world entities and their

relationships onto computer data structures. And just as the general/specific ratio
looms large in the real world, it surfaces in object-oriented class design. 

 The relation between a general case and a specific case can be expressed
through the technique known as inheritance. Inheritance is a relation between two
classes. To start with the notation, it looks like this:

class Publication
  attr_accessor :publisher
end

class Magazine < Publication
ddattr_accessor :editor
end

In this example, Magazine is a subclass of Publication. Conversely, Publication is
the superclass of Magazine. When it comes to instance methods, each class can have
its own, and the classes lower on the inheritance chain also get the methods
defined above. The model cascades:
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■ At the top, in Publication, you put all the methods and accessors (which,
as you’ll recall, are shortcuts for methods) that you want every publication
to have.

■ In each subclass, you define the methods you want that particular type of pub-
lication to have. Instances of the subclass—in our example, an instance of
Magazine—have access to all the methods you’ve defined: those in the
superclass as well as those in the subclass. 

We can continue the cascade downward:

class Ezine < Magazine
end

Instances of Ezine will have both publisher and editor accessors, as defined in the
superclass and super-superclass of Ezine. 

 Collectively, all the classes in the upward chain (a class’s superclass, super-
superclass, and so on) are known as the class’s ancestors. (Ancestry also includes
modules, a close relative of classes that we’ll cover in the next chapter.) 

 Rails applications provide as good an illustration as any (and better than
many) of inheritance in practice. We’ll look in that direction next to put some
flesh on the inheritance bones. 

5.6.1 Inheritance and Rails engineering

Inheritance is one of the key organizational techniques for Rails program design
and the design of the Rails framework. You can see key cases of the use of inherit-
ance as a structuring principle if you look at any Rails controller file, such as app/
controllers/composer_controller.rb from the music store application:

class ComposerController < ApplicationController
end

This code opens a definition block for a class called ComposerController, which is
a subclass of the class ApplicationController. That latter class, in turn, is defined
in a file (automatically created by Rails; it’s the only file in the controllers direc-
tory other than the ones you create) called application_controller.rb, which at
the time of its creation looks like this:

class ApplicationController < ActionController::Base

This call creates a new class, ApplicationController, which inherits from the class
ActionController::Base. (Remember that the :: connector performs lookups of
constants. The constant Base refers to a class defined inside ActionController,
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which is a module.) The class ActionController::Base is predefined in the source
code for the Rails framework, in the ActionController library inside the Action-
Pack multi-library package.

 Seeing this inheritance chain, and knowing what you know about classes as the
factories from which objects are created, you can deduce that a controller in Rails is
an object. Somewhere along the line, something like this happens:

controller = ComposerController.new

At this point, controller contains an instance of ComposerController. And
because ComposerController descends, ultimately, from ActionController::Base,
it can be further assumed that the instance of it is endowed with whatever
instance methods are defined in ActionController::Base.

 In fact, no specific line of code in the Rails source contains a call to Composer-
Controller.new. The creation of a controller object is a little more complicated,
mainly because, to make life easier for the developers (and the users), Rails takes
it upon itself to figure out that a URL with composer in the controller position (like
http://www.r4rmusic.com/composer/show/1) requires that a file called
composer_controller.rb be tracked down and an object of the class Composer-
Controller be created. There’s some magic involved. 

 But the principle that a Rails controller is an object holds. To get it to accom-
plish things that a controller is supposed to accomplish, you send it messages.
Some of these messages correspond to instance methods of the ActionControl-
ler::Base class. Some correspond to instance methods you write: your applica-
tion’s actions. 

 When you define an action, you’re adding an instance method to your controller
class, which is a descendant class of ActionController::Base. Model classes, too,
inherit from a predefined Rails core class. At the top of each model file (for exam-
ple, app/models/composer.rb) is the following:

class Composer < ActiveRecord::Base

There’s no automatically placed intermediate class, as there was between the base
level of ActionController and your controller class: Models inherit directly from
the class ActiveRecord::Base. (In many applications, however, model classes
inherit from other model classes—Teacher from Employee, perhaps—but you
have to program that kind of model cascading yourself.) Whatever the details,
though, the engineering of both models and controllers provides a good example
of the kind of central role inheritance can play. 
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 Objects get their behaviors from their classes, and from their individual or sin-
gleton methods. Classes endow their instances with their own instance methods,
as well as those of their superclass and more remote ancestors. All in all, Ruby
objects lead interesting and dynamic lives. We’ll conclude this chapter by pulling
some of the threads together with some observations about how objects, classes,
and methods interact.

5.6.2 Nature vs. nurture in Ruby objects

The world is full of pairs of entities exhibiting the general/specific relationship.
We’re used to seeing the animal kingdom this way, as well as everything from
musical instruments to university departments to libraries’ shelving systems to
pantheons of gods. 

 To the extent that a programming language helps you model the real world
(or, conversely, that the real world supplies you with ways to organize your pro-
grams), you could do worse than to rely heavily on the general-to-specific relation-
ship. As we’ve seen, inheritance—the superclass-to-subclass relationship—mirrors
the general/specific ratio closely. If you hang out in object-oriented circles, you’ll
pick up some shorthand for this relationship: the phrase is a. If, say, Ezine inherits
from Magazine, we say that “an ezine is a magazine”. Similarly, a Magazine object is
a Publication, if Magazine inherits from Publication.

 Ruby lets you model this way. You can get a lot of mileage out of thinking
through your domain as a cascaded, inheritance-based chart of objects. 

 On the other hand, Ruby objects (unlike objects in some other object-oriented
languages) can be individually modified. You can always add methods on a per-
object basis, as we’ve seen from our earliest examples. 

 In languages where you can’t do this, an object’s class (and the superclass of
that class, and so forth) tells you everything you need to know about the object. If
the object is an instance of Magazine, and you’re familiar with the methods pro-
vided by the class Magazine for the use of its instances, you know exactly how the
object behaves.

 In Ruby, however, the behavior or capabilities of an object can deviate from
those supplied by its class. We can make a magazine sprout wings:

mag = Magazine.new
def mag.wings
  puts "Look! I can fly!"
end  

This demonstrates that the capabilities the object was born with aren’t necessarily
the whole story. 
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 Thus the inheritance tree—the upward cascade of class to superclass to super-
class—isn’t the only determinant of an object’s behavior. If you want to know what
a brand-new magazine object does, look at the methods in the Magazine class and
its ancestors. If you want to know what a magazine object can do later, you have to
know what’s happened to the object since its creation. (And respond_to?—the
method that lets you determine in advance whether an object knows how to han-
dle a particular method—can come in handy.) 

 Ruby objects are tremendously flexible and dynamic. That flexibility translates
into programmer power: You can make magazines fly, make cows tell you who
published them, and all the rest of it. As these silly examples make clear, the
power entails responsibility: When you make changes to an individual object—
when you add methods to that object, and that object alone—you have to have a
good reason. 

 Most Ruby programmers are conservative in this area. You’ll see less adding of
methods to individual objects than you might expect. Methods are most often
added to Class objects; those methods are class methods, which are, as we’ve
seen, a good design fit in many cases. 

 Adding methods to other objects (magazines, tickets, composers, and so on) is
also possible. But you have to do it carefully and selectively, and with the design of
the program in mind.

The not-so-missing link: class Object
In numerous examples in this chapter, we’ve done the following:

obj = Object.new

You’re now in a position to understand more deeply what’s going on. 
 The class Object is at the top of the inheritance chart. Every class is either a

subclass of Object or a sub-subclass of Object or, at some distance, a direct descen-
dant of Object:

class C
end

class D < C
end

puts D.superclass
puts D.superclass.superclass

The output is

C
Object
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because C is D’s superclass (that’s our doing) and Object is C’s superclass (that’s
Ruby’s doing). 

 If you go up the chain far enough from any class, you hit Object. Any method
available to a bare instance of Object is available to every object. This follows the
principle that an object has access to the instance methods of its class and to those
of its class’s ancestors.

 You already know that every object is born with certain capabilities, including
send, object_id, and respond_to?. You now know that every object is born with
the capabilities defined for instances of Object. You might conclude that send and
friends are instance methods of Object.

 They’re not. Yes, Object is the ultimate great-great-…-grandparent class of all
classes. But it turns out that classes aren’t the whole story. We’ll explore this in
depth in the next chapter.  

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, you’ve learned the basics of Ruby classes. You’ve seen how writing
a class, and then creating instances of that class, allows you to share behaviors
among numerous objects. Through the use of setter methods, either written out
or automatically created with the attr_* family of methods, we’ve demonstrated
how to create object attributes, which store object state in instance variables. 

 From there, we moved to the matter of classes as objects, as well as object facto-
ries. Class methods (methods added individually to class objects) can provide gen-
eral utility functionality connected with the class. 

 We then looked at Ruby constants, which are a special kind of data container
usually residing inside class definitions. Finally, we examined inheritance: a hier-
archical, cascading relationship between a superclass and one or more subclasses.

 This gives you a firm foundation for understanding how objects come into
being and relate to each other in Ruby. Next, we’ll build on that foundation by
looking at another important building-block: modules.

 






